
FORWARD 2020: Kit List

PLEASE NOTE THAT NO TEAM WILL LEAVE WITHOUT A KIT CHECK

Individuals without appropriate kit will not be able to take part

Each TEAM must carry  the following available from Apollo Troop:

1. 2 Silva-type compasses

2. 2 maps, 1:25K (explorer) 209 or suitable copy of this.

Print-offs must be of exact scale and be suitable for taking grid references and bearings)

They should contain the region bounded by 3360, 3352, 4052 and 4060.

3. Waterproof map case or laminated map.

Each TEAM must carry the following to be supplied by individuals. 

Please discuss with  Apollo leaders:

1. At least 2 watches

2. At least 2 basic first aid kits containing equipment the group know how to use (there will be

more substan7al first aid kits at each of the checkpoints and HQ)

3. At least two charged and credited mobile phone with the HQ hotline (07908795614) saved.

The number for these phones must be given to HQ event staff to be used to contact teams

as necessary throughout the day.

Each INDIVIDUAL will need:

1. Rucksack – with a waterproof liner e.g. a strong bin bag

2. Packed lunch (and snacks)

3. Unbreakable mug

4. Full water boAle (at least 1L)

5. Emergency ra7ons e.g.  Mars Bars.  These are only for use in an emergency and must be

sealed.

6. Troop/Unit necker if applicable – no other uniform is required.

7. Walking boots – ankle support needed (be aware that the route could be muddy!)

8. Appropriate socks (consider spare pairs)

9. Sensible trousers for walking in e.g. tracksuit boAoms (NOT JEANS)

10. Warm clothing

11. Hat and gloves

12. Sun cream (if forecast is favourable!)

13. A waterproof jacket (and waterproof trousers if possible) regardless of forecast.

14. Whistle  ( available from Apollo Troop)

15. Notepad and a pen/pencil

16. A completed medical/contact form (to be handed in on arrival at HQ before beginning the

hike, if it has not already been returned to the organisers)
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